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Homosapiens are on an eternal pursuit to justify their existence. Clinical medicine can help 
healthcare professionals to meet part of this objective. 

One of the greatest advantages of the medical profession is that the clinician can experience a 
feeling of achievement when a patient responds to the prescribed therapy. Sometimes a surgeon 
has to spend over 10 hours in the operating theatre or a physician can spend months or even 
years treating a “single” patient. 
Academic medicine can offer the same inspiration when the passionate translational researcher 
develops a device or a drug that can be useful for thousands of patients. Apart from helping a 
vast number of patients worldwide, it provides the team of researchers with a true sense of pride 
and achievement. 
To bring an idea or concept to fruition one has to nurse it from the innovation stage through to 
in vitro testing, in vivo proof of concept, clinical trials, device or drug registration, manufacturing, 
marketing and sales. 
I will be describing examples of this journey that took me together with my colleagues at Imperial 
College London on a long voyage in the development of surgical devices and stem cell and RNA 
therapy.

Biography:
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College London. More recently, he has developed a saRNA (a new class of medicines) currently being trialed in patients with liver 
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